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1. Introduction. Let Mm(F) be the vector space of m square ma-

trices over a field F. If X belongs to Mm(F) we denote by x,j the ele-

ment in the ith row and jth column of X. Let Sm be the symmetric

group of degree m. The permanent of a matrix X in Mm(F), denoted

by per X, is defined by
m

per X =   22   IT **»«)•
*eSm    i=l

The permanent is of interest in combinatorial problems [4] and has

recently been the subject of several investigations [l], [3]. Inarecent

paper [l] Marcus and May proved the following:

Theorem. Let T be a linear transformation on Mm(F) into itself and

suppose per T(X) = per X for all X in Mm(F). Then, if m>2, there

exist permutation matrices P and Q and diagonal matrices D and L such

that per PL = 1 and either T(X)=DPXQL or T(X)=DPX'QL (here
X' denotes the transpose of the matrix X).

In their proof of this result Marcus and May used the rth perma-

nental compound, a (Cm,r) square matrix analogous to the well-

known rth determinantal compound. The purpose of this note is to

prove the above theorem in a somewhat more direct way, avoiding

the use of compound matrices. The author would like to thank Pro-

fessor Marvin Marcus for suggesting this problem to him.

2. Proof of Theorem. In all that follows T is a fixed linear trans-

formation on Mm(F) to itself that satisfies per T(X) = per X for all X.

We first establish some useful lemmas, some of which may be found in

Marcus and May [l].

Lemma 1 [l, Lemma 2]. T is nonsingular.

Suppose X is in  Mm(F)  and   l^ii< • • •  <it^m,   l^j\< • • •

<jt^m, then by X[ii, ■ ■ ■ , it\ju ■ • • , jt] we mean the t square

matrix Y defined by Yre — Xir3i and by R, (R') we mean those matrices

with rowi (column/) zero.

Lemma 2. Let A belong to Mm(F) and suppose z is an indeterminate
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over F. If for all X in Mm(F), deg per (X+zA) SI then for all i<j,

k<lper A [i,j\k, l]=0.

Proof. A straightforward computation shows that the coefficient

of 22 in the polynomial per (X-\-zA) is

ZJ   (   ZJ ai*(i)ai<t(i)        IT        *M«)I-
aeSm   V  i<j t—l;tfH,j /

For fixed i <j let a in Sm he the permutation interchanging i and j.

Choose B in Mm(F) such that btt = l for t^i, j and brs = 0 otherwise.

Then the coefficient of z2 in per (B-\-zA) is per .4 [17 [i/] which by

assumption is zero. The result now follows if we observe that for any

two permutation matrices P and Q, per PAQ = per A.

A result similar to the above has been used [2] in considering a

similar problem for the determinant function.

Lemma 3 [l]. Suppose A is in Mm(F). Then per A [i, j\ k, l\=Q for

all i<j, k<l if and only if either
(1) A belongs to R^R^for some i.

(2) There exist r<s, u<v such that

I     1     (x   -«*M
A [u, v I r, s\ = I 1

\y        z    /

for some x,y, z^Oin Fand all other entries in A are zero.

Sketch of Proof. Clearly if A is of either form then per A [i, j\ k, l]

= 0 for all i<j, k<l. Suppose A is not of either form and all 2

square subpermanents of A vanish. Then there exist i<j, k<l such

that a.ft^O, ajiT^O and (a, 8) different from any of (i, k), (i, I), (j, k),

(j, I) such that a„0^O. If we consider the submatrices A [i, j\k, l],

A [a, i\ 8, l] and A [a, j\8, k] and use the fact that the permanents of

these must vanish we soon arrive at a contradiction.

We now turn to the proof of the theorem. Let z be an indeterminate

over F. If A ERi (R1) then, by Lemma 2, deg per (X+zA) g 1 for all

X. Therefore deg per (T(X) +zT(A)) g 1 for all X. By Lemma 1, T is

nonsingular hence as X runs over Mm(F) so does T(X). It now follows

that T(A) is of one of the forms described in Lemma 3. We show that

the second form cannot occur. To this end it is convenient to consider

the entries of T(A) as linear forms in the entries of A. Let zi, • • • , zm

be indeterminates over F. We let E^ be the matrix with a 1 in the

(i,j) position and zeros elsewhere

m

Z=zZ ZtEit;
1=1
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(T(Z))rs = L„(Zi, ■ ■ ■ , 3m).

It follows that T(Z) must have one of the forms described in Lemma 3

for if not, we could choose zt = atEF such that

m

A = £ a,Eu E Ri

and T(A) would not have the required form. Suppose T(Z) has the

second form. Then for some i <j, k<l we have

T(Z)[i,j\k,l] = (Lik(Zh---'Zm)    *"**•• ••'**)

\Lik(zi, • • • , zm)    Lji(zi, ■ ■ ■ , zm)/

and all other elements of T(Z) are zero. Further, since deg per (Y

+zT(Z)) ^ 1 for all Y (as a function of z), all 2 square subpermanents

of T(Z) must vanish. This observation, in conjunction with the

unique factorization theorem for polynomials in several variables,

shows that either

Lik(zi, • ■ ■ , zm) = Ln(zi, • ■ ■ , zm)

and

Ljk(Zl,   ■   ■   •  , Zm)   =   — Ljl(Zl,   ■   ■   •  , Zm)

or

Lik(Zl,   ■   •   •  , Zm)   =   —  Ljk(Zi,   ■   ■   ■  , Zm)

and

Lil(Zl,  •  ■  ■ , Zm)  = Ljl(Zl,  •  •  ■ , zm)

to within a permutation of rows and columns.

The two linear forms La and L,i must involve all of the indetermi-

nates because T is nonsingular. We have assumed w^3 so we can

choose ai, • • • , am in F not all zero such that Lik(ai, • • • , am)

= Lji(ai, ■ • • , am)=0. This however implies that T is singular, a

contradiction. It now follows that T(Ri) =R}- or R' for some j and that

T(R') =Rk or Rk for some k. If we recall that T is nonsingular and

onto then it is not hard to check that either

(i)  T(Ri) =RU and T(R<)=Rh or
(ii) T(Ri)=Ri( and T(R>) = R>"

for all i, I and  that ji = ff(i),  kt=r(t)  for suitable  permutations

<r, rESm. Suppose the first case occurs. Then

m m

T(Ei}) = 2-iCsEsca) = 2-j drET(j)T.
«=1 r=l
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Now (s, o"(i)) = (r(j), r) if and only if s=r(j), a(i)=r. The matrices

Eki, k,l—l,---,m are linearly independent so it follows that TiEij)

bijETlj)a(i) for some 6,yGF.

Let P, Q and 73 be defined by

Pi]   =  SicT'tf), Qi]  =  SjrO), Bij  =   bij.

Then a straightforward computation shows that

TiX) = B * iPX'Q)

where * is the Hadamard product defined by (7?*5)iy = 7?iy5ty, and

8rs = l if r = s and 0 otherwise.

If the second case occurs we may show in a similar way that TiX)

= 73 * iPXQ) for permutation matrices P and Q and a suitable matrix

73.
By choosing X to be an appropriate permutation matrix we find

that for each uESm

m

W. biud) = 1;
»=i

so for any i, j, 6<y^0. Hence by choosing a> and p to be appropriate

transpositions we have biJ)jS = bisbjr for all i, j, r, s. Set ai = bn/bii;

Cj = bij then aiCj = bnbij/bn = bij. Hence if A=diag iai, • • -, am);

C=diag (ci, • • • , cm) we have that for any XEMm(F)

B* X = AXC

Also per A C =Ylf. iO.c,- =11™ i&« = 1 •
This completes the proof of the Theorem.
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